
Gateway to a modern employee experience. Engagement: 2 Days 

Digital Transformation
with Viva Connections.

Introduction Deliverables

The engagement will help you learn and walk through

around Microsoft Viva Connections and helping

understand the art of the possible, with use cases specific

to your organization needs and deploying them in a limited

pilot out of the box mode with ACE Cards integration and

other sother scenarios for helping increase your organizations

employee experience with Microsoft Viva Connection.

Agenda
Day -1

- Presentation overview for Microsoft Viva Connections and

walking through the employee experience.

- Exploring the Microsoft Viva Connection dashboards, its

features, and components.

- Unde- Understanding the organizations needs and any possible use

cases that the customer would like to implement as part of

the engagement cycle which is not out of the box and can

be implemented with moderate efforts given the timelines

of the engagement.

- Demo of Dashboards and ACE Card/Adaptive Cards samples

Day-2:

- The se- The second day will be more hands on around deploying the

ACE Cards and Adaptive Cards

- Catering to any specific customer needs as part of the

engagement on a limited pilot

Outcome

- Help realize the true potentials of Microsoft Viva Connections

for your organization.

- Deliver the art of the possible

- Deploying ACE Cards for scenarios which were discussed as part of

the engagement, directly to the organization tenant with moderate

eefforts and out of the box experience as per the organization needs.

Objective

Hands on employee experience engagement,
exploring the art of possible around Microsoft
Viva Connections. The main goal and scope of
the engagement is to provide true to life user
experience that address your use cases and
challenges which we can map as per your
oorganization.

- Pitch perfect around the roles of Microsoft Viva Connections and 
exploring through its features, components, and dashboard.
- Working with the team to understand the current challenges and 
to identify customer specific use cases for ACE Cards, Adaptive
Cards (like integrating backend databases SAP, Oracle, and SQL) for 
displaying employees leaves on the ACE Cards.
- Depl- Deploying a limited pilot Proof of Concept and then further scaling 
and optimizing it through follow up engagements.
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